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WARNINGS/SYMBOL IDENTIFICATION

WARNINGS / SYMBOLS

WARNINGS
Improper use of this device can cause injury. Be sure to read all operating instructions
prior to use.
Weight limit (patient and accessories): 550 lbs.
Be certain that the table is completely lowered without any tilt being present prior to
discharging an ambulatory patient. The patient may lose balance and fall.
Electrical Shock Hazard. The power supply/control module is located below the base
of the table. Refer servicing to qualified personnel. Unplug wall connector prior to
contact with any cables connected to the power supply.
Plug table into an outlet that is surge protected to a level of 750J or higher.
Failure to do this may void all or part of the warranty.

SYMBOL IDENTIFICATION
This symbol, when used in this manual and on product labels, represents a caution
warning. Be sure to read and comply with all precautions and warnings.
This symbol, when used in this manual and on product labels, warns against an electrical
shock hazard. Be sure to observe and comply with all warnings.
This symbol, when used in this manual or on product labels, indicates a Protective
Earth (Ground) Terminal.
This symbol when used in this manual or on product labels, warns that during transport
there should be no stacking of containers.
This symbol, when used in this manual or on product labels, indicates that the product
should be protected from moisture. The humidity specifications for Transport &
Storage are listed in the back of this manual.
This symbol, when used in this manual or on product labels, indicates that information
is given regarding the recommended temperature limits during transport and storing.
This symbol, when used in this manual or on product labels, indicates the date of
manufacture of the device.

~
----

This symbol, when used in this manual or on product labels, indicates alternating
current (AC).
This symbol, when used in this manual or on product labels, indicates direct current
(DC).
This symbol, when used in this manual or on product labels, indicates that
instructional information is included. It should be read carefully and completely .
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PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

face rest
attachment

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Adjustable
Removable
Arm Rests (2)

Access
Design Top

outlets

motor &
motor cover
wheels

TABLE SPECIFICATIONS
• Height:

22” - 38”

• Width:

29”, 31”, 33”

• Length:

72”

• Lift Capacity:

550 lbs.

• Top:

Electric Access Design Top

• Padding:

AeroCel (standard), Plush

• Upholstery:

TerraTouch, UltraTouch

• Electronics:

(3) DC motors powered by a
24V control box with
(1) low voltage hand control
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

HAND
CONTROL OPERATIONS
TABLE ADJUSTMENTS
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Hand Control: 6 positioning Buttons

• Hand Control

The Hand Control on the Veneto operates all the positioning functions at the touch of
a button. The buttons operate the customizable positioning of the backrest, foot rest
and the table height.
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CAUTION
Do not sit on the elevated
Back Rest or Leg Rest.
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CAUTION
When operating the
controls and making any
and all adjustments to the
table, move hands and
feet away from the working
mechanism of the table.

Backrest Control
DOWN

Backrest Control
UP

4

Footrest Control
UP

5

CAUTION

Footrest Control
DOWN

6

Children must be supervised
when around this equipment
by a responsible adult.

CAUTION
When operating the
controls be sure to observe
all cautions and warnings
given in the manual to
prevent injury to both
operator and client.

High Range

Low Range

Press and hold the appropriate button until the position desired is achieved, then release.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

• Side Arm Rests

SIDE ARM RESTS
Though the arm rests adjust automatically to remain parallel to the seat in any position,
there will still be times when you will need to move an arm rest out of the way or
remove them altogether. We recommend that you raise the arm rest out of the way to
allow a client to get on or off the table. They are designed to be strong and will take a
reasonable amount of weight but they are not designed to be used to sustain a person’s
weight when getting on or off the table.
To Adjust the Arm Rest:

IMPORTANT
CAUTION
Do not sit on the Arm Rests.

First position the tabletop with the backrest in the upright position and all other section
flat. Take hold of the arm rest firmly and raise the arm rest up and out of the way with
a steady swing until the arm rest is in the highest upright position (see images below).
Hold it in place until your client has mounted (or dismounted)and then actively move
it back into the resting position where it will proceed to move automatically with the
table top.
Adjusting the Side Arm Rest

Do not place excess
weight on the Side Arm
Rests. Do not use them in
assisting the client on and
off the table.
Either Arm Rest can be
repositioned to allow a
client to get on and off
the table easily.
When making adjustments
the arm rests make certain
that the client’s arms are
away from the working
mechanism.
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The arm rest is now set and will adjust automatically as you position the client for
whatever procedure is needed.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

SIDE ARMRESTS

(CONTINUED)

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

There will be times when removal of the arm rests will be needed. This feature is
helpful when doing massage or helping someone get on or off the table.

• Side Arm Rests

IMPORTANT

CAUTION
Do not sit on the Arm Rests.

To Remove the Arm Rest:
To remove one or both arm rests just take hold of the base of the arm rest at the
metal frame and somewhere on the cushion. Holding securely, rotate the arm rest
while at the same time pulling slightly away from the table. You will feel the notched
connection slide out as you rotate the arm rest. When you feel this you can then slide
the entire arm rest out of the connection hole very easily. Store it safely until ready for
installation.
Re-attach the armrest by sliding the arm rest frame into the hole on the backrest. Push
it in securely and allow the arm rest to rest in the parallel position. This resets the arm
rest in the proper position for the automatic adjustment feature to be activated.

Do not place excess
weight on the Side Arm
Rests. Do not use them in
assisting the client on and
off the table

Removing the Side Arm Rests

Either Arm Rest can be
repositioned to allow a client
to get on and off the
table easily.
When making adjustments
the arm rests make certain
that The client’s arms are
away from the working
mechanism.

MANICURE ARM RESTS:
The manicure arm rest installation follows the same standard installation
and removal instructions as above.

A. hand soak bowl installation
B. hand soak bowl removal
C. Manicure surface installation

A

B

C
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Be sure to read all
cautions, warnings
and instructions given
in the manual to
prevent injury to both
operator and client.

QUICKLOCK™ FACE REST & HEAD REST
QUICKLOCK™ FACE REST:
Be sure to use either the face rest or head rest for all treatments that require your client
to lay flat. Double articulating action provides nearly limitless positioning options with
the QuickLock™ Face Rest.The adjustable pad takes pressure off sensitive facial areas
while providing superb support. The QuickLock™ Face Rest can be used in both
prone and supine positioning and folds out of the way when not in use. Adjustments
are made easily by loosening the cam locks, adjusting for height and angle and then
locking the cam locks into that position.
Attaching the QuickLock™ Face Rest:

SAFETY NOTE:
Do Not extend the dowels
of the Face Rest further than
3” from the table edge to
ensure a stable connection.

* U.S. Patent #5,177,823

When attaching the QuickLock™ Face Rest, just slide the frame dowels into the holes
in the head rest end of the table. Be sure to keep the 1st cam lock within 3” of the
table to ensure a stable connection. To remove the QuickLock™ Face Rest, just pull
the frame from the table until it comes free. Set it safely aside.

CAUTION
Do not put excessive weight
or pressure on the face rest.
Excessive pressure can cause
premature failure of the
QuickLock™ Face Rest.

outlets

Important Safety Note:
Maximum Distance from edge of table = 3”

Tips for Great Positioning using the QuickLock™ Face Rest:
• The face pad is flexible so that you can bring the open ends together
or spread them apart to achieve the most comfortable support for
any size face. To avoid your client’s chin from hitting the spacebar,
make sure the pad is narrow enough to support their whole face.

• For appropriate cervical flexion, use the cam locks to adjust the
downward angle of the face rest, making sure that the surface of
the face rest pad at the chin is not lower than the surface of the table.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

MOVING THE TABLE
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

The table is equipped with two wheels at one end and two self-

locking, molded rubber feet at the other. When ready to move the
table, first lower the table to it’s lowest position. Then be sure the
power source is disconnected. Place the cord out of the way on top
of your table before moving the table.

IMPORTANT

CAUTION
Before moving the table,
disconnect the power cord
from the power outlet.

Two people are needed to safely move the table. Grasp the
table at the brace between the molded rubber feet at the head
end of the table. By grasping the table frame firmly at this point,
you can raise the table to allow the wheels at the foot end to
move freely. Use proper positioning when raising the table by
bending at the knees before lifting. This prevents back strain or
possible injury.

Be sure to read all
cautions, warnings
and instructions given
in the manual to prevent
injury to both operator
and client.
Grasp the table frame
securely here at both
sides of the brace.

CAUTION
The table weighs as much
as 175 lbs. Use extreme
caution when lifting the table
to move it. Two people are
needed to move the table
safely. Be sure to bend from
the knees to prevent back
strain and possible injury.

Move the table carefully to the next location, lower the table and
release. Check the self-locking molded rubber feet to be sure they
are flat side down. This is the position that “locks” the table into
position and allows sturdy height adjustments. Connect the power
cord to the outlet and test the contols. Adjust to suit your needs.

IMPORTANT
Be sure self-locking molded
rubber feet are flat side down
to ensure safety and stability.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLESHOOTING

IF THE TABLE WILL NOT CHANGE POSITION
If the table will not change position:

• Controls
IMPORTANT
CAUTION
The table weighs as much
as 175 lbs. DO NOT lift or
move the unit without using
proper saftey procedures
or equipment. DO NOT turn
the Veneto on its side for any
reason. To do so could cause
damage to the base and
will void the warranty. There
are no servicable items that
need this action.

• Check the outlet to be sure that it has power and that the power
cable is plugged in. Try each foot control and hand control to
see if any work. If any work, then possibly there is a loose connection
or a faulty controller.
• Unplug the power cable from the wall outlet.
• Make sure that all male and female connectors are firmly
pushed into each other. Even a slight misconnection can
cause a possible malfunction.
• Plug the unit back into the wall and check the controls again.
If none work, then contact customer service.
Questions to ask before calling Customer Service:
• Is the unit plugged in?
• Does the outlet have power?
• Check all connections of the control box, is everything seated securely?
• Does the height of the table change when you press on the hand control?
• Does the top work when you use the hand control?
• Is the control box green light on?

Be sure to read all
cautions, warnings
and instructions given
in the manual to
prevent injury to both
operator and client.
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CARE & CLEANING

HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR UPHOLSTERY
CARE & CLEANING

CARE & CLEANING

In order to maintain the quality and ensure the life of the table , here are some preventative steps that can be taken to protect the upholstery on the table and accessories.

• Upholstery

•

Protect your table and accessories with sheets and fleeces. We offer both
fitted sheets and thick fleeces that protect your upholstery fabric against oil
stains while offering comfortable 100% cotton flannel softness to your
clients. You can also preserve your face rest and bolsters with 100%
cotton flannel covers and fleeces.

•

Clean your upholstered items only when needed with a mild detergent or
Green Windex. A diluted 1/100 bleach solution for disinfecting can be used.
Dry the table immediately after cleaning to remove excess cleaning solution
Using strong cleaners, such as alcohol, acetone, higher concentrations of
bleach or other products that contain high concentrations of these substances,
can shorten the life of your fabric, or discolor it. Note: Damage caused by them
will not be covered under the warranty.

•

Avoid extremes in heat. Very cold temperatures can make your fabric prone
to cracking. Very high temperatures can cause the fabric to stretch permanently.

•

Avoid exposing your products to direct sunlight for extended periods of time.
This can lead to fading and cracking of the fabric.

•

Use an anti-slip pad to prevent oil from reaching the upholstery and to keep
your sheets from slipping.

GENERAL CARE OF EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS
•

Use only a mild solution of 4:1 diluted non-alcohol cleaner such
as 409®, Fantastik® or some other non-abrasive cleaner to wipe
down the metal surfaces of the chair. Apply with a damp (not wet)
lint-free cloth. Be sure excess liquid does not drip onto, or into, any of the
electrical controls or mechanisms. Be sure that the unit is unplugged before
cleaning these areas. Wipe these areas carefully with a lint free cloth.

•

The electronic powering mechanism of your table requires no general
maintenance or lubrication.

•

The wooden portions of the equipment can be polished with any
polish approved for wooden surfaces. Spray, or pour, the polish
onto a soft cloth and be careful not to get it onto other surfaces.

• Base & Controls
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PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

PRODUCT
IDENTIFICATION

• Plugs
POWER LEAD PLUGS
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OAKWORKS® Part #:

Voltage (AC)

Power Cord Plug

5097-11

120v 60 Hz

3 prong grounded
hospital grade;
North America

5097-3

220v 50 Hz

Continental Plug; Europe

5097-4

220v 50 Hz

Swiss plug; Switzerland

5097-2

220v 50 Hz

British plug;
United Kingdom

N/A
(Plug comes
w/Control Box;
order Control Box
pn #4046-3)

100v 50/60 Hz

2 prong polarized plug;
Japan & Korea

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
North America

Designed For:

Europe

Japan/Korea

Input Service

60 Hz/120 VAC/15amps

50 Hz/220 VAC/10amps

50/60 Hz/100 VAC/15amps

Current Draw

2.7 amps

1.5 amps

3.3 amps

Maximum Monentary
Current Draw

9.0 amps

5.0 amps

11.0 amps

Voltage Output
(control box)

24 VDC

24 VDC

24 VDC

Power Consumptiuon

70 watts

70 watts

70 watts

Electric Shock
Protection

Class 1 Equipment

Class 1 Equipment

Class 1 Equipment

Tabletop Applied Part

Type B Applied Part

Type B Applied Part

Type B Applied Part

Table Top IEC 529
Rating

IPX0

IPX0

IPX0

Mode of Operation

Continuous Operation
@ 10% Duty Cycle

Continuous Operation @
10% Duty Cycle

Continuous Operation @
10% Duty Cycle

Part No.

Accessory Description

18003-xx

Side Armrests (2, includes frame & cushions)

18005-xx

Manicure Arm Rests

0218
2410-xx

QuickLock™ Face Rest (2 parts)
- Platform (1)
- Crescent Face Rest Pad(1)

xx indicates fabric type; -03 is UltraTouch, -06 is TerraTouch

Storage &
Transport

Temperature: 32º - 100º F

0º-38º C

Humidity: 60% relative humidity
During transport, DO NOT stack containers.

Pressure: no limitations known
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CONTACT INFORMATION:
OAKWORKS® Inc.
923 East Wellspring Road
New Freedom, PA 17349
Toll Free (USA only): 800-916-4613
Phone: 717-235-6807
FAX: 717-235-6798

www.oakworks.com

European Compliance for CE Information:
Emergo Europe
Molenstraat 15
The Hague, 2513 BH Netherlands
info@emergogroup.com
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